tornado tips

Know the facts and figures in your area

when do they occur?
C
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Tornadoes can occur any time of the year, with a peak in
the U.S. from March to July.1
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The U.S. is home to more
tornadoes than any other
country in the world.3

Every state in the continental
U.S. has reported tornadoes.4

what to look for

skies that turn
dark and often
green5

a wall cloud

(an abrupt lowering
of a cloud towards
the ground)6

severe thunderstorms
with lightning, heavy
rain and sometimes
hail7

a roaring
sound similar
to a freight
train8

If a tornado watch is issued, take precaution.
• Conditions are favorable for tornadoes.
• Do not wait for it to become a tornado warning.
When a warning is issued, a tornado is imminent.
• Tornadoes can occur rapidly without notice.
• One has either been spotted or is expected to develop.

how to respond

if there is no shelter
nearby, lie ﬂat in the
nearest ditch, ravine or
culvert and shield your
head with your hands.11

if you are in a mobile
home, leave the home
and go to a shelter.10

if you are inside a
house, seek shelter
in the basement.9

get under something sturdy,
such as a heavy table or workbench.
if possible, cover your body with a
blanket, sleeping bag, or mattress,
and protect your head with anything
available−even your hands.13

if there is no basement, remain in the
center part of the house on a lower
level and away from windows. make sure
heavy objects (e.g., piano, refrigerator,
etc.) are not on the level above you.
these items can fall through the ﬂoor
if a tornado strikes the house.12

how damaging are they?
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know what to do
when it comes to tornadoes
share this infographic with your family, friends and
neighbors to help them #ThinkSafe.
visit travelers.com/prepare-prevent to learn more.
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http://farmersalmanac.com/weather/2014/03/17/our-2014-tornado-season-forecast
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/climate-information/extreme-events/us-tornado-climatology
http://www.ready.gov/tornadoes
http://www.redcross.org/prepare/disaster/tornado
http://www.ready.gov/thunderstorms-lightning
http://emergency.cdc.gov/disasters/tornadoes/during.asp
http://www.ppi.noaa.gov/wp-content/uploads/PPI-Weather-Econ-Stats-10-13-11.pdf
http://www.noaa.gov/features/protecting/grumpyweather.html
http://www.srh.noaa.gov/oun/?n=events-19990503-may3faqs
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/tornadoes/2013/13
http://www.noaanews.noaa.gov/stories/s393.htm

